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RENAULT LAUNCHES KWID NEOTECH EDITION
BUILDS ON THE ATTRACTIVE, INNOVATIVE & AFFORDABLE
OFFERINGS OF THE GAME-CHANGER
Incremental increase of only 30k making it a great value purchase
 Attractive: Renault KWID’s contemporary SUV-inspired design language is taken a step
further with a stylish, fresh and fresh first-in-segment dual tone exterior
 Innovative: After having introduced the 20.32 cm Touchscreen MediaNAV Evolution,
rear camera and a host of other segment-first features, KWID continues its innovation
journey with the KWID NEOTECH edition


Affordable: Renault KWID stands out for its great fuel efficiency, accessibility to
segment-first features providing an unmatched value proposition and economical
cost of ownership, which is enabled by its high localisation levels of 98%

 These superior offerings have been one the key drivers of its success with KWID recently
celebrating its 3,50,000 sales milestone in India
New Delhi, October 1, 2020: Renault India announced the launch of the 2020 NEOTECH edition
of its flagship offering KWID in 0.8L MT, 1.0L MT and 1.0L AMT
variants. The limited edition features first-in-segment stylish and
fresh dual tone exterior. Customers can choose between two
colour combinations - Zanskar Blue body with Silver roof and Silver
body with Zanskar Blue roof. With an incremental increase of only
INR 30,000, KWID NEOTECH offers a greater value package and
maximises the customer advantage, with a host of great features.
In addition to the youthful exteriors, the KWID NEOTECH edition
2020 KWID NEOTECH
offers 8” touch screen ULC with Apple car play, Android auto, USB
socket for front passengers, Aux sockets, Flex wheels, 3D decals
on the C-pillar, NEOTECH door claddings, seat fabric modification with blue inserts & blue stiches,
chrome AMT dial, chrome add-on grille and B-pillar black tapping, all of which add to the fun and
spirited look of the KWID.
Staying true to its focus on innovation, Renault has kept the KWID range fresh and contemporary
with several enhancements made at regular intervals to cater to the evolving needs of customers.
Renault has always ensured the right mix of modern design and convenient features in the KWID.
In 2019, Renault India introduced an all-new bolder, more stylish KWID, loaded with many first-inclass features. The latest RXL 1.0L variant made the KWID range even more accessible for
customers, with the launch of the new RXL variant in a 1.0L powertrain, in both MT and AMT
versions.
The Attractive, Innovative and Affordable SUV inspired Renault KWID has emerged as a true game
changer and volume driver for Renault in India. KWID redefines the entry segment’s value index
led by its contemporary SUV-inspired design language, best-in-class features and an economical
cost of ownership, which is enabled by its 98% localisation levels, which also makes it a strong
‘Make in India’ testament.
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KWID also offers a host of equipment and features, which redefined the segment. These include
the 20.32 cm Touchscreen MediaNAV Evolution, first-in-class LED digital instrument cluster, a
floor console mounted AMT dial, one-touch lane change indicator, speed dependent volume
control and a boot capacity of 279 liters.
As part of its low cost of ownership promise, Renault offers optional extended warranty up to 5
year & 100,000 Km from the date of vehicle delivery. There are other service offerings like Renault
Easy care, the prepaid maintenance program which offers assured cost savings. These offerings
have enabled customers to enjoy an unparalleled brand ownership experience and peace of
mind.
KWID NEOTECH EDITION & RENAULT KWID RANGE 2020 - PRICE LIST
VARIANTS

PRICE (EX-SHOWROOM, NEW DELHI)

Renault KWID STD Petrol MT 0.8L

2,99,800

Renault KWID RXE Petrol MT 0.8L

3,69,800

Renault KWID RXL Petrol MT 0.8L

3,99,800

RENAULT KWID NEOTECH Petrol MT 0.8 L

4,29,800

Renault KWID RXT Petrol MT 0.8L

4,29,800

Renault KWID RXL Petrol MT 1.0L

4,21,800

RENAULT KWID NEOTECH Petrol MT 1.0 Sce

4,51,800

Renault KWID RXT Option Petrol MT 1.0 Sce

4,59,500

Renault KWID ClimberOption Petrol MT 1.0 Sce

4,80,700

Renault KWID RXL Petrol EASY-R 1.0L

4,53,800

RENAULT KWID NEOTECH Petrol EASY- R 1.0 Sce

4,83,800

Renault KWID RXT Option Petrol EASY- R 1.0 Sce

4,91,500

Renault KWID Climber Option Petrol EASY-R 1.0 Sce

5,12,700

ABOUT RENAULT
Renault India Pvt. Ltd. is a fully owned subsidiary of Renault S.A.S. France. Renault India cars are
manufactured in the manufacturing facility located in Oragadam, Chennai, with a capacity of 480,000 units per
annum. Renault India also has a widespread presence of more than 390 sales and 470+ service touchpoints,
which include 200+ Workshop On Wheels locations across the country, with benchmark sales and service
quality.
Renault India’s product line up and services have seen strong recognition among customers and industry
experts alike, winning more than 60 titles, making Renault India one of the most awarded automotive brands
in a single year in India. The Renault KWID has already bagged 32 awards, including 10 ‘Car of the Year’
Awards.
For Further information, please contact:
Jatin Aggarwal - Head - Public Affairs and Communication, Renault India Pvt. Ltd.
jatin.aggarwal@renault.com; @RenaultIndiaPR; @RenaultIndia
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